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PURPOSE. Accurate quantification measurement of tear meniscus is vital for the precise
diagnosis of dry eye. In current clinical practice, the measurement of tear meniscus height
(TMH) relies on doctors’ manual operation. This study aims to propose a novel automatic
artificial intelligence (AI) system to evaluate TMH.

METHODS. A total of 510 photographs obtained by the oculus camera were labeled. Three
thousand and five hundred images were finally attained by data enhancement to train the
neural network model parameters, and 60 were used to evaluate the model performance
in segmenting the cornea and tear meniscus region. One hundred images were used to
test generalization ability of the model. We modified a segmentation model of the cornea
and the tear meniscus based on the UNet-like network. The output of the segmentation
model is followed by a calculation module that calculates and reports the TMH.

RESULTS. Compared with ground truth (GT) manually labeled by clinicians, our modified
model achieved a Dice Similarity Coefficient (DSC) and Intersection over union (Iou) of
0.99/0.98 in the corneal segmentation task and 0.92/0.86 for the detection of tear menis-
cus on the validation set, respectively. On the test set, the TMH automatically measured
by our AI system strongly correlates with the results manually calculated by the ophthal-
mologists.

CONCLUSIONS.We developed a fully automated and reliable AI system to obtain TMH. After
large-scale clinical testing, our method could be used for dry eye screening in clinical
practice.
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Dry eye is a chronic ocular surface disease caused by
multiple factors,1 such as age, sex, Sjögren syndrome,

and visual display terminal syndrome.2 It has significant
morbidity worldwide with incidence rates from 5% to 50%.3

Dry eye seriously affects the life quality and work efficiency
of individuals.4 Failure to detect the condition at early stage
may cause vision loss in severe dry eye. Therefore, a rapid
and accurate method for early diagnosis of dry eye is criti-
cal. Currently, the clinical diagnosis approaches for dry eye
include tear film break-up time, tear secretion, and tear
meniscus height (TMH).5 Among these tests, the tear menis-
cus examination is simple, easy to perform, and does not

rely on invasive testing facilities, such as sodium fluorescein
stains and test strips.

Oculus keratograph is a widely used instrument in clin-
ics to measure TMH for indirectly assessing tear secretion in
patients.6 However, this measurement heavily depends on
the ophthalmologist’s operation, which may lead to instabil-
ity and deviations in the measurement outcomes. Therefore,
a stable, efficient, and objective method for evaluating the
TMH needs to be developed urgently.

Motivated by the application of conventional deep-
learning neural networks on natural image processes, there
has been a recent resurgence of interest in medical images.7
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Artificial intelligence (AI) systems based on deep learn-
ing have dramatically benefited overburdened doctors in
medicine, especially in regions where healthcare resources
are lagging. In the ophthalmology field, AI systems have
been developed to detect keratitis,8 predict glaucoma inci-
dence and progression using retinal photographs,9 manage
congenital cataract,10 and even predict cardiovascular risk
with retinal images.11

In terms of tear meniscus detection, segmentation for
optical coherence tomography (OCT) measurements of the
lower tear meniscus was performed using deep learning.12

The main strengths of OCT lie in its noninvasiveness and
rapid image acquisition.5 Furthermore, OCT can offer 3D
imaging, which may contribute to improved disease identifi-
cation and progression monitoring.13 However, it is challeng-
ing to implement in rural hospitals and less-developed areas
due to the lack of OCT equipment. In addition, the opera-
tion of OCT is more complex and requires high professional
proficiency. Image analysis is complex, time-consuming, and
operator-dependent.14 Cheng Wan et al. tried to use deep
learning to identify the tear meniscus region and used a
fixed scale factor to calculate the TMH,15 but this method
did not take into account the anatomic differences among
individuals, which may affect TMH measurements. There-
fore, exploring a novel method for automatic and accurate
quantification of the tear meniscus is necessary to aid in the
diagnosis of dry eye.

In summary, we have devised an AI-based system aimed
at computing the height of the tear meniscus in this
study. The system takes as input the images captured by
an Oculus Keratograph, and its output consists of the
segmented tear meniscus region along with the correspond-
ing TMH values computed by our proposed calculation
module. These results hold valuable diagnostic implica-
tions for clinicians. Notably, the measurement process used
by the AI system is entirely automated, thus eliminating
the need for manual intervention. To ascertain the feasibil-
ity of our approach, we conducted a comparative analysis
between the measurements obtained from the AI system
and those provided by ophthalmologists. Our findings serve
to establish the efficacy of this method, and we antici-
pate that the development of this system will contribute to
enhancing the auxiliary diagnosis and screening of dry eye
conditions.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Data Preparation and Preprocessing

The data in this study were collected from Xiamen Univer-
sity affiliated Xiamen Eye Center. Images taken through an
Oculus device qualify for the inclusion criteria. However, we
excluded images that may hinder corneal and eyelid identi-
fication due to certain factors, such as eye trauma, tumors
in the lower eyelid, blurry photographs, uneven brightness,
tear meniscus that are difficult to mark, and so on. Figure 1
also provides representative images that are eligible and
noneligible for this study. Our research plan was approved
by the Ethical Committee of the School of Medicine of
Xiamen University with the approval number XDYX2022004
and followed by the World Medical Association Declaration
of Helsinki.

The experienced ophthalmologists were assigned to
screen the 623 original pictures to ensure the quality of
pictures used to perform model training. They eliminated
images of the tear meniscus that were vague, bright, and
uneven, and difficult to label with the naked eye. A total
of 510 clear red, green, and blue (RGB) images were retro-
spectively obtained from May 2021 to March 2022. The
single image size is 3.6 MB, and the original resolution is
1320 × 896. In our study, the experienced ophthalmologist
performed the annotation of the cornea and tear meniscus
to generate the ground truth masks. These masks were then
overlaid onto the original images for evaluation purposes.
Additionally, a second ophthalmologist reviewed the anno-
tated images independently, and any areas of agreement
between the two ophthalmologists were considered the
final ground truth. This rigorous process involving multiple
experts ensured the accuracy and reliability of the ground
truth masks used in our study. We zoomed the authentic
images and the corresponding labels to the size of 512 × 512.
We split the data into 70% for training and 30% for testing.
Data enhancement is a technique commonly used in deep
learning to improve the generalization ability of models.16

We performed data enhancement to obtain 3500 images,
including the horizontal flip, vertical flip, affine transforma-
tion, rotation, Gaussian noise, horizontal flip + affine trans-
formation, vertical flip + affine transformation, horizontal
flip + Gaussian noise, vertical flip + Gaussian noise, and
rotation + Gaussian noise. We used these data enhance-

FIGURE 1. Eligible and non-eligible representative images for tear meniscus height analysis. (A, B, C) Represents the eligible images.
(D) Indicates that the blur of the image may affect corneal recognition. (E) Indicates that the tear meniscus in the image is difficult to mark
and may cause great visual errors. (F) Indicates that the light is too strong to observe the complete tear meniscus area.
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FIGURE 2. The flowchart demonstrates the dataset preprocessing procedure.

FIGURE 3. Whole system frame diagram for automatic quantitative assessment of the tear meniscus. TMH, tear meniscus height.

ment methods to prevent overfitting the neural network
model, which improves the generalization of the AI system.
The flowchart of the data preprocessing is described in
Figure 2.

Establishment of the Automated Assessment
System

In this study, the AI system for automatic evaluation of the
tear meniscus includes the following 4 steps. (1) The original
data and the corresponding mask are input into the neural
network model. The constructed convoluted neural network
model accurately segments the cornea and the tear menis-
cus region. (2) Calculating the number of pixels occupied by
the maximum transverse diameter of the cornea. (3) Calcu-

lating the number of pixels occupied by the vertical distance
between the upper and lower edges of the tear meniscus. (4)
Calculating the TMH according to the geometric relationship
between the cornea diameter and the pixel numbers. The
whole workflow is depicted in Figure 3.

Development of Deep Learning Neural Network

To segment the cornea and the tear meniscus area, we
construct a neural network model based on UNet. The UNet
was first introduced into the segmentation of biomedical
images in 2015 and has achieved good performance in many
computer vision tasks.17–19 In our work, we learned the idea
that part of the convolution in the TransUNet20 model is
replaced by the Transformer, but considering that the Trans-
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FIGURE 4. Schematic of calculation of tear meniscus height.
TMH was calculated according to the formula in (1). (A and B)
Representation of the left and right end points of the maximum
transverse diameter of the cornea, respectively. (C) The vertical line
intersects through the center of the cornea and the upper edge of the
tear meniscus. (D) The corner of the vertical line passing through
the center of the cornea and the lower edge of the tear meniscus.
Line CD represents tear meniscus height (TMH). The short red line
on the left and right of line CD are the line segments where line CD
translates 10 pixels to the left and right of the intersection with the
upper and lower edges of the tear meniscus, respectively. We calcu-
lated the average of these three as the final tear meniscus height.

former consumes a lot of resources during computation
it does not apply to our work. Therefore, EficientNet was
selected as an encoder in the contracting path instead of a
conventional set of convolution layers. The decoder module
is similar to the original UNet. Details of the proposed
architecture are illustrated in Supplementary Figure S1. The
basic building block of the EficientNet architecture is mobile
inverted bottleneck convolution (MBConv). Each MBConvX
block is shown with the corresponding filter size, and the X
= 1 and X = 6 denote the standard ReLU and ReLU6 activa-
tion functions, respectively.

Calculation of Tear Meniscus Height

The average transverse diameter of the adult cornea (TDC)
is approximately 11.5 mm.21 We first used the deep-learning
segmentation method (see Fig. 3) to obtain the mask map of
the cornea region, and then we used digital image process-
ing to obtain the coordinates of the left (A) and right end
points (B) of the cornea, and their midpoint coordinates
were O. Subsequently, based on point O, the coordinates
of the intersection between the vertical line passing through
point O and the upper and lower edges of the tear meniscus
are represented by points C and D. The line CD represents
the height of the tear meniscus. Hence, the pixels occupied
by the transverse diameter of the cornea (PAB) and the pixels
occupied by the TMH (PCD) were calculated. This study
calculated the TMH according to the formula in Equation 1.
The schematic of the calculation of TMH is demonstrated in
Figure 4.

TMH = TDC ∗ PCD
PAB

(1)

Model Evaluation

The Dice Similarity Coefficient (DSC) and Intersection over
union (Iou) methods, which are widely used and reliable in

the field of image segmentation,22,23 were used to evaluate
the performance of our modified model on visual tasks. DSC
is often adopted to describe the degree of similarity of 2
samples with values between 0 and 1, the closer the value of
DSC to 1 represents that the 2 samples are more similar. Iou
is the other coincidence ratio used to describe the predicted
target and the actual target area, and its value ranges from
0 to 1. In short, 1 indicates 100% coincidence between the
expected region and the actual region, whereas 0 represents
no coincidence region. Supplementary Figure S2 included a
helpful diagram (left = DSC and right = Iou) to illustrate the
meaning of these 2 metrics, making it easier to comprehend
the model’s performance.

To test our model’s ability for distinguishing normal
and abnormal TMH, the AI model’s automatic measurement
results with those of manual measurement by clinicians on
the test were compared. All test data were reviewed to draw
a binary confusion matrix. Additionally, accuracy (2), preci-
sion (3), sensitivity (4), specificity (5), and f1-score (6) were
calculated, respectively.

Accuracy = T P + TN

T P + TN + FP + FN
(2)

Precision = T P

T P + FP
(3)

Sensitivity = T P

T P + FN
(4)

Specificity = TN

TN + FP
(5)

F1 Score = 2 ∗ Precision ∗ Recall

Precision+ Recall
(6)

TP, FN, FP, and TN present true positive, false negative,
false positive, and true negative, respectively.

Furthermore, quantile-quantile(Q-Q) plots have been
performed to test the normal distribution of the data.24 The
Bland-Altman plot25 and the relatedness plot between the
AI-predicted results and the physician’s manual measure-
ments were also presented to reveal the strength of the corre-
lation between these two methods. Scatter curves were plot-
ted by Matplotlib (version 3.5.3), Numpy (version 1.23.2),
and Python (version 3.10.6).

Implement Details

The Pytorch deep learning framework and a 2080 GPU are
used to perform model training. The loss function used
is CrossEntropyLoss, with the optimizer being Adam. The
initial learning rate is set at 0.005, and CosineAnnealingLR
is utilized for adjustment. The batch size is set at 4, with the
epoch of 100.

RESULTS

Performance of Convolutional Neural Network

Based on the research plan presented in Figure 3, we lever-
aged labeled samples to conduct detailed experiments. In
this experiment, we adopt a basic network model architec-
ture UNet and 2 improved network model architectures, Effi-
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FIGURE 5. Quantitative evaluation of AI segmentation model. Training loss (A) and validation loss (B) of various neural network models.
Dice coefficient of the cornea (C) and tear meniscus segmentation (D). Intersection over union (Iou) of the tear meniscus (E) and cornea
(F) segmentation.

cientB7 encoded UNet (EB7-UNet), and ResNet34 encoded
UNet (ResNet34-UNet) based on traditional UNet. Our modi-
fied model showed faster convergence in the training stage
of the model compared with the classic UNet. The training
loss of EB7-UNet and ResNet34-UNet reached the minimum
at 20 epochs and remained stable during the subsequent
training process, whereas the original UNet model did not
reach the minimum until 80 epochs (Fig. 5A). In the vali-
dation stage, EB7-UNet first became the minimum value and
remained stable at 20 training epochs, followed by ResNet34-
UNet, and the slowest convergence was UNet. Compared
with the speed of convergence of EB7-UNet, ResNet34-UNet,
and UNet converges more slowly, and their minimum losses
were also greater than the EB7-UNet model’s (Fig. 5B).

Furthermore, to precisely evaluate the performance of
these three models, we verified their ability to detect the
boundary of the cornea and tear meniscus. The outcomes of
our method in segmenting the cornea and the tear meniscus
for both dice coefficient (Figs. 5C, 5D) and Iou (Figs. 5E,
5F) were depicted. As shown, the blue line representing
EB7-UNet was corresponded to the largest value among all
methods. More precisely, Supplementary Table S1 shows a
specific comparison when our modified network converges.
The DSC indexes of the cornea and tear meniscus reached
0.994556 and 0.937449, respectively, whereas those of Iou
reached 0.989172 and 0.882263, respectively. The result of
UNet is 0.25% and 2.54% lower than our method on the
DSC index of the cornea and the tear meniscus, and 0.5%
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FIGURE 6. Representative images of corneal and tear meniscus segmentation. The original image, ground truth, and segmented image
are from left to right; the closed areas surrounded by red lines represent the tear meniscus, and the green lines represent the cornea.

FIGURE 7. Comparison of AI prediction and ophthalmologist’s manual measurement in the task of TMH measurement. The quantile-
quantile (Q-Q) plot was used to perform a normal distribution test on data manually measured by ophthalmologists (A) and artificial
intelligence prediction (B). Bland-Altman plot (C) was presented to describe the difference between the two methods. The upper and lower
dashed yellow lines are 95% confidence intervals. (D) The graph shows the relation between AI prediction and manual measurement by a
clinician. The red line is the regression line to fit the data (correlation coefficient = 0.942).
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and 4.79% lower than our method on the Iou result. In
comparison, ResNet34-UNet is 0.3% and 1.99% lower than
our adapted way on the DSC index of the cornea and the
tear meniscus, and 0.49% and 3.74% lower on the Iou indi-
cator, respectively. In other words, our segmentation results
are closer to the results labeled by ophthalmologists.

To observe the outcomes of AI model visually more
intuitively, the EB7-UNet network was chosen to perform
the visualization operation. We observed that there was no
significant difference between the cornea and tear meniscus
detected by our system and the standards labeled by experts
(Fig. 6).

Comparison Between TMH of AI Prediction and
the Clinicians

To further test the accuracy of our AI system in measuring
the TMH, we compared the results automatically predicted
by the AI system with the results manually measured by
the ophthalmologist. First, normality tests were performed
manually on data measured manually by ophthalmologists
(Fig. 7A) and automatically reported by AI systems (Fig. 7B).
Both data sets were shown to follow a normal distribution.

The results showed that most data were within the 95%
confidence interval, and only 6 points fell outside the bound-
aries (Fig. 7C). Furthermore, we plotted the relatedness
result between the 2 methods, showing that the correlation
coefficient between these 2 ways was 0.942 (Fig. 7D), indi-
cating that the intelligent system is strongly correlated with
the results manually measured by the ophthalmologists.

It is well-known that TMH < 0.2 mm is the criterion for
diagnosing dry eye. TMH < 0.2 mm is here recorded as
abnormal.26 To comprehensively determine the recognition
ability of our AI system at normal as well as abnormal TMH,
we showed the performance of the AI system in binary clas-
sification on the test set. Supplementary Table S2 presents
the confusion matrix consisting of AI prediction and manual
measurement by an ophthalmologist. As shown in Supple-
mentary Table S3, our developed model achieved better
results with 96% accuracy, 93.1% precision, 100% sensitiv-
ity, 91.3% specificity, and 96.4% f1-score, respectively.

DISCUSSION

In this study, we constructed an AI system to measure the
TMH automatically. Using Oculus photographs, our modi-
fied method performed excellently in identifying the tear
meniscus, reaching 0.937449 and 0.882263 for DSC and Iou,
respectively. Subsequently, we utilized the distinct physical
attributes of the human anatomy in a resourceful manner to
calculate the height of the tear meniscus. This system will
display the segmented map and the calculated height of the
tear meniscus. Furthermore, it can automatically determine
whether the TMH is within the normal range. The acquisi-
tion of these results does not require manual intervention
and has shown a correlation with measurements conducted
by ophthalmologists. These results provide reliable qualita-
tive and quantitative references for clinical diagnosis.

Quantitative assessment of the tear meniscus is essen-
tial for diagnosing dry eye. However, almost all quantita-
tive assessments rely on manual measurement by clinicians.
Because of the influence of factors, such as operator tech-
nique and non-uniform clinical measurement methods, there
is no effective, simple, and rapid method to evaluate the

tear meniscus so far. An automatic screen tool developed in
this study could be applied in the hospital, which has great
potential to diagnose dry eye in the early stage.

It is undeniable that there are still some drawbacks in
our study. First, our AI system uses Oculus keratographs
taken with professional hospital equipment. A single photo-
graph input source may limit the application scenario of the
AI system. Slit lamp photographs and photographs taken
with intelligent devices, such as smartphones, are currently
unable to accurately show the boundary range of the tear
meniscus, a direction worth further work in the future.
Second, we select the mean value of TMH in this experi-
ment at three locations as the measurement result. Although
it can somewhat alleviate the measurement error, we believe
that the area of the entire tear meniscus range identified by
this system can be used as a biomarker reflecting tear stor-
age in the future for more in-depth study. Finally, the results
of this study remain to be tested in large-scale clinical work.

In conclusion, we propose a fully automated AI system
for quantifying tear meniscus. Our experimental results
showed that this system could accurately identify the tear
meniscus region. Additionally, the measurement outcomes
of TMH through this AI system can be finished automatically
without human intervention. As an effective screen tool, this
AI system has the potential to be leveraged on keratographs
for diagnosing dry eye in the early stage.
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